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Innovative 
The New York City Housing Development Corporation (HDC) celebrates its 50th anniversary with an 
online interactive Annual Report that contains elements of traditional narrative text, images, 
infographics, maps, as well as audio and video clips that guide the reader through HDC’s five decades of 
financing affordable housing for New Yorkers. To achieve its broader sustainability goals, HDC has 
chosen to publish this and other recent annual reports online, thus reaching a larger swath of readership 
while supporting a greener planet.  

The 2021 Annual Report entitled, “50 years of Financing Affordable Homes for New Yorkers”, begins with 
a historical and thematic graphic timeline menu that allows the viewer to easily navigate around the 
report and jump directly to their area(s) of interest. 

Each decade is presented thematically, presenting HDC milestones in a clear and concise way that 
dovetails with the issues of that particular time period.  Each section presents historical photos that can 
be expanded to fill the screen and reveal additional details, as well as a video overview of broader 
trends and milestones presented by a member of HDC’s senior leadership. 

The 2022 Annual Report tells the story of HDC’s evolution from its initial founding during New York City’s 
fiscal crisis in the 1970s in order to help finance the City’s affordable workforce housing to becoming a 
powerful engine that has contributed to numerous notable pioneering financing methods -- from 
securing and leveraging multi-family bond recycling to the recent creation of the Housing Impact Bond 
Resolution to bring long overdue investment to New York City’s public housing stock. 

The featured sections are as follows: 

• Introduction 
• 1970s – Early Years 
• 1980s – Time of Crisis and Opportunity 
• 1990s – Period of Growth and Financial Innovation 
• 2000s – Demonstration of Leadership 
• 2010s – Bold Strides to Create a More Affordable & Sustainable City 
• The 2020s – Rising to the Challenge and Expansion of HDC’s Mission 
• 2021 Annual Report – Our Progress 

If the viewer advances chronologically, they will witness that many of HDC’s growth moments coincide 
with local or national crises.  The report details the innovation with which HDC met these challenges, 
creating new programs or financing techniques to serve the needs of the moment. 

The audio recordings and NYCHA PACT informational video provide engaging testimonials describing the 
different accomplishments and programs HDC has helped make possible of over the last 50 years. Many 
of these testimonials are narrated by long-time employees who have firsthand experience with the 
policies or programs described.  

Last but not least, this annual report was dedicated in memory of former First Executive Vice President 
& Chief Operating Officer Richard M. Froehlich who unexpectedly passed in 2021.  For almost two 
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decades, Rich was a symbol of the best of HDC’s thought leadership and creative problem-solving that 
led to so many of the Corporation’s successes and innovations in affordable housing finance.  So much 
of his imprint is captured in this Report and his legacy lives on through so many programs, policies, and 
people in the affordable housing industry. 

 

Replicable 
The planning methods used in this annual report are replicable in that they require a combination of 
historical research, documentation and photo gathering in addition to testimonials from long-time 
employees. Staff worked with the website design team at 3rd Edge, an MBE firm local to NYC that 
specializes in working with nonprofit and mission-driven organizations, to create a dynamic product on 
time and on budget that is not only educational but engaging to the audience. Other agencies could 
utilize this approach to tell their story, memorialize their history, and educate current and future 
generations about the evolution of housing finance in their municipality. 

 

Engage Targeted Audiences 
In developing its Annual Report, HDC’s goal was to reach as many interested parties as possible and 
maximize accessibility through its digital platform. Through straightforward and intuitive navigation and 
design, the report presents information in a way that is easily accessible to current and prospective 
employees, students, affordable housing partners, academics, residents, and the general public. 

 

Achieve Measurable Results 
Since its launch on July 1, 2022, the 2021 HDC Annual Report site has been visited more than 6,800 
times and has stood as an invaluable resource to students, researchers, prospective employees, current 
employees, and industry partners. Many of those who visited the site have stated that the report has 
been helpful in providing comprehensive overview on the history of HDC and affordable housing efforts 
in New York City.  

 

Provide Benefits that Outweigh Costs 
It was decided that our 2021 Annual Report should be presented in a digital format as opposed to a 
print format as this proved more cost-effective, more versatile, and would prove to have a lasting 
impact. Further, in our fast-paced, ever-changing industry, the creation of an online portal that stores an 
historical narrative and milestone achievements helps to ensure the invaluable preservation of our 
history. Interested users only need access to a browser and internet from anywhere in the world to 
educate themselves on many of the affordable housing challenges faced by New York City over the years 
as well as some of its best solutions.  
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Demonstrate Effective Use of Resources 
With a limited budget, all content creation was managed in-house tapping into the knowledge of our 
team and existing HDC a photo archives. Staff combed through public and in-house records, including 
HDC annual reports dating back to 1972, to gather meaningful context, documents, and photos for the 
creation of the report.  We also tapped into the institutional knowledge of the senior leadership team to 
create educational audio testimonials to tell HDC’s story. This approach resulted in a compelling 
interactive portal that presents a report on HDC’s achievements in 2021, as well as a summation of its 
first 50 years, educating interested parties and serving as a memory bank for generations to come. 

 

Achieve Strategic Objectives 
Initial goals of this effort were to commemorate HDC’s rich history, build awareness of HDC’s role in the 
affordable housing industry of New York City, and promote our achievements over the decades and in 
2021 to our partners and the public, while also providing a resource HDC employees can reflect on and 
be proud of in an aim to foster morale. We also sought to educate the public and current and future 
public servants on what can be achieved through creativity and innovation even in the most challenging 
of times.  Based on positive direct feedback of our employees, stakeholders, and prospective 
employees, as well as by the number of visits our interactive portal has received, we feel that we have 
accomplished our intended goals. 
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The 2020s – Rising to the Challenge and Expansion of HDC’s Mission 
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